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Abstract

This paper presents the results of an overall experimental characterization of the mechanical behavior of a Low Density Sheet Molding Compound (LD-SMC). LD-SMC is a polyester matrix containing mineral charge (CaCO3) reinforced by discontinuous bundles of glass fibers and Hollow Glass Microspheres (HGM). After a description of its specific microstructure using several experimental methods (notably a new ultrasonic method), the overall mechanical response of two microstructure configurations (Randomly Oriented (RO) and Highly oriented (HO)) is analyzed at both macroscopic and microscopic scales in the case of tensile and compression tests. HGMs are homogeneously distributed into the overall volume of the material. At the microscopic scale, in-situ tensile tests inside a SEM and fracture surfaces observations allow analyzing the specific damage mechanisms occurring during tensile and compression loading performed in the mold flow direction (HO-0°) and perpendicularly to it (HO-90°). A strong coupled influence of the presence of the HGM and fibers orientation has been emphasized. The results show that for HO-0° configuration fiber-matrix debonding appears to be the predominant damage mechanism, whereas for HO-90° configuration HGM-matrix debonding appears to be the predominant damage mechanism. High speed tensile tests are achieved using servo-hydraulic test equipment in order to study the strain rate effects (until 80 s⁻¹) on mechanical macroscopic responses of HO-0°, RO and HO-90° samples. Strain rate has an obvious influence on the inelastic properties of LD-SMCs samples for all microstructures particularly on the damage threshold.

1. Introduction

According to the E. Commission [1], there is a trend to reduce weight in the transportation market. For example, by 2020, automakers should reduce carbon dioxide emission of their new cars by 30% compared to the admissible emission in 2011. On the other hand, several industrial reports [2] claim that using hollow glass microspheres can highly participate to the weight reduction. Moreover, the use of low weight materials can also provide more precise molding, greater dimensional stability and improved resistance to heat distortion. From these points of view, weight reduction has become a major issue for automotive industry [1,3,4].

Due to their high strength-to-weight ratio, SMC composites became a classical ideal choice for large structural automotive components [5,6]. Sheet molding compounds (SMCs) are fiber-reinforced thermosetting semi-finished products processed by thermo-compression. Since the last two decades, SMC composite materials are successfully and widely used in automotive industry [2,7]. Consequently, a wide range of research was focused on the processing of SMC composites (material preparation, mold filling, curing, ejection and cooling) [2,5,8,9]. The first known SMC material development date back to the 1950s, but SMC compression...
molding analysis has been widely discussed only from the past decade [7,10–13]. Standard SMC products are manufactured in thin uncured and thickened sheets ranging from 1 to 4 mm thickness and usually consist of discontinuous fiber bundles, a mixture of thermosetting resin (polyester or vinylester and sometimes epoxy), fillers (calcium carbonate, alumina, etc.), and also additives (such as initiators, inhibitors, thickeners, etc.) [10–14]. Glass fiber has been mostly used for SMC materials reinforcement but carbon fiber SMC are recently developed especially for fatigue applications [2].

Classically, standard SMC materials have a wide range of advantages when compared to steel and other metal materials. For example, structural parts made from SMC can provide up to 30% lower weight compared to the corresponding steel parts. Moreover, standard SMCs are less expensive than metal sheets for low or middle volume productions since they need lower tool costs. Another important advantage for these non-corroding polymer composites concerns the more freedom design since smaller press radii can be used unlike steel and other metals. Furthermore, SMC composites are versatile materials and their formulation can be adjusted and tailored to meet the requirements of a diverse range of applications [3,4,6].

It is also meaningful to research low density SMC because of weight and cost reduction for industrial production. Oldenbo et al. [15] investigated a low density type of SMC (Flex-SMC) for automotive exterior body panels. This flex-SMC has a density almost 20% lower than standard SMC and provides higher impact resistance. Indeed, standard SMC and low density SMC develop different damage mechanisms. In standard SMC, Oldenbo et al. [15] show that damage initiation is due to debonding at the CaCO₃ filler particle/matrix interface and leads to large matrix transverse cracks crossing the more miss-oriented fiber bundles. On the other hand, Jendli et al. show that fiber-matrix interface debonding is the predominant damage mechanism in standard SMC composites [16,17]. Comparatively, for low density SMC, damage initiates in transverse fiber bundles and extends to macro-scale transverse cracks [15].

On the other hand, the mechanical response of fiber reinforced polymeric composite materials varies significantly under different strain rates [18,19]. In the case of standard SMC, Jendli et al. [16] analyzed the damaged behavior of a standard SMC composite under dynamic loading. They showed that strain rate mainly governs the damage threshold and accumulation. They also introduced the notion of visco-damageable behavior leading to an increase of the ultimate strain and stress and owing to local effect of the strain rate at the fiber-matrix interface [16,17]. More recently, the visco-damage effect has been also demonstrated in the case of new vinylester based Advanced SMC composite presenting high fiber volume content [20,21]. It has been shown that increasing strain rate leads to a fiber-matrix damage threshold delay and lower damage accumulation kinetic. Moreover, these studies highlight that higher fiber content is causing a more intensive pseudo-delamination phenomenon between bundles which appears to be enhanced by more oriented fibers in the tensile direction and by higher strain rate.

On the other hand, despite the great interest of using LD-SMCs to develop lighter vehicles, only few authors have studied the relations between microstructure and mechanical and damage behavior for this class of material. In particular, an investigation of the strain rate effect until 80 s⁻¹ on the mechanical response and damage of these materials is missing in the literature (as well as it is known by the authors). This result is of first importance for crashworthiness optimization in the automotive industry.

In the present work, an experimental study is carried-out in order to widely investigate the mechanical behavior of a low density SMC provided by Plastic Omnium Auto Exterior. Special issues of this work concern strain rate and multi-scale damage effects on the overall behaviors of this material. Two kinds of LD-SMC specimens were prepared for physical, damage and mechanical characterizations: Randomly Oriented fibers (RO) and Highly Oriented fibers (HO). In the case of HO samples, two tensile directions were chosen in order to evaluate the anisotropic effect due to microstructure: HO-0° (parallel to the Mold Flow Direction (MFD)) and HO-90° (perpendicular to the MFD). After physical and microstructure characterization, quasi-static tensile and compression tests have been performed for RO, HO-90° and HO-0° specimens. Moreover, a multi-scale damage analysis has been performed in order to emphasize the effect of the presence of hollow glass microspheres. Strain rate effect has been investigated by performing high-speed tensile tests up to 80 s⁻¹.

The main structure of this paper is as follows: firstly, density and microstructure of LD-SMC was pointed out. Special attention was given to the comparing analysis of quasi-static compression and tensile tests. Besides, in-situ tensile tests performed inside a Scanning Electron Microscope and fracture surface analysis have been performed in order to emphasize the effect of microstructure and loading direction on the main damage and failure micro-mechanisms. An experimental study of the strain rate effect (from quasi-static to 80 s⁻¹) on the overall tensile response of LD-SMC is presented at the end of the paper. Finally, a multi-scale analysis of the damage effect for various microstructures, loading types and loading speeds is proposed in order to highlight the influence of the local damage mechanisms on the overall response of LD-SMCs.

2. Material description and methods

2.1. Low Density Sheet Molding Compound (LD-SMC) composite

Low Density Sheet Molding Compound (LD-SMC) composite is a type of SMC reinforced with chopped glass fibers bundles (25 mm length) and hollow glass spheres. This pigmented SMC composite presents high mechanical properties and a good surface aspect. LD-SMC compression molding is a complicated process. In the manufacturing process, raw materials on rolls should be cut to certain size and put into the mold under high temperature between 145 °C and 155 °C and pressure between 80 and 120 bars. These conditions lead to decreasing of the viscosity of the materials and allow fulfilling the whole cavity of the mold. Then the materials stay in position with no reticulation for a short duration. The next step of the process consists of a reticulation time of the thermostet material that is the consolidation phase.

The composition of the studied LD-SMC is presented in Table 1. Two types of LD-SMC plates have been provided by Plastic Omnium Auto Exterior: Randomly Oriented (RO) and Highly Oriented (HO) plates. HO plates have been obtained by an initial charge put only in the left part of a rectangular mold (30 × 40 cm²) before compression leading to material flow. RO plates were obtained without material flow by completely filling the mold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Nature</th>
<th>Composition (content in mass percent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glass fibers</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hollow glass spheres</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyester resin</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filler</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other products</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2. Microstructure characterization methods

2.2.1. Microscopic observations
Microscopic observations and image analysis, using Scanning Electronic Microscope (HITACHI 4800 SEM), have been performed in order to qualitatively investigate the material microstructure and especially fibers orientation.

2.2.2. X-ray micro-tomography
X-ray tomography allowed a three-dimensional visualization of LD-SMC. EasyTom nano setup, which comprises an X-Ray source, a rotating table and an X-ray detector, was used. The studied sample \((1 \times 1 \times 3 \text{ cm}^3)\) was placed between the X-ray beam and the camera detector.

The principle of operation of the microstructure analysis by X-ray micro-tomography is widely described in Ref. [22] (see Fig. 1).

2.2.3. Ultrasonic measurement
Ultrasonic waves have been recently used to characterize the orientation distribution of the fibers in an SMC composite [23]. In this paper, an original and simple ultrasonic measurement procedure is proposed in order to highlight the orientation distribution of the fiber bundles. The ultrasonic measurements were performed in immersion. The ultrasonic apparatus is composed of two probes, one transmitting (E) and other one receiving (R), separated by a known and constant distance \(d\). The diameter of the probe is of 10 mm. The sample is placed between the two probes with an angle of about 45° versus the incident ultrasonic wave in order to create a shear wave which propagates inside the material in a direction determined by the Snell-Descarte law [24]. Consequently, the material is submitted to an ultrasonic shear stress in the plane defined by the incident wave (OL in Fig. 2) and the vector normal to the plane of the specimen (\(\vec{n}\) in Fig. 2). In Fig. 2, one can consider two limit cases:

a) Longitudinal orientation of the fibers,

b) Transverse orientation of the fibers.

In the case (a), the fibers are contained in the ultrasonic shear stress plane. This configuration corresponds to the maximum section of fiber submitted to the shear stress. Consequently, for longitudinally oriented fiber, the measured value of shear wave velocity, \(V_T\), will be maximal. On the other hand, in the case of transversely oriented fibers (case (b)), fiber sheared section is reduced and leads to a minimal value of the shear wave velocity.

Thus, by rotating the sample around the axis \(\vec{n}\) from 0° to 360°, the value of \(V_T\) varies as a function of the orientation distribution of the fibers. Fig. 3 shows an example of variation for a SMC specimen with strongly oriented in the 0° direction. Thus, maximum \(V_{OT}\)
values are found to be \(0^\circ, 180^\circ\) and \(360^\circ\).

For this sample, all the bundles of fibers are globally parallel to the plane of the SMC plate. Consequently, the \(V_T\) curve appears to be symmetric. On the contrary, in the case of an out of plane fiber orientation, the evolution of \(V_{OT}\) will be non symmetric. Indeed, out of plane oriented fibers are not in the same relative orientation versus the shear stress plane after a rotation of \(180^\circ\) for example as illustrated in Fig. 4.

Ultrasonic measurements are a good and easy way to obtain a direct image of the distribution of orientation through the evolution of the shear wave velocity. This ultrasonic analysis was performed upon a volume that the surface was \(60 \times 60\) mm\(^2\) with thickness of 2.9 mm for both RO and HO samples.

2.3. Mechanical characterization methods

2.3.1. Strain measurement

For all types of tests, a contactless image analysis technique using a camera (high speed camera [20,21] or classical camera) allows strain measurement by following the relative displacement of two marked points drawn on the surface of the specimen before testing.

2.3.2. Quasi-static tension behavior and stiffness reduction

Moreover, tensile tests until failure and loading-unloading tests at different increasing applied maximum stresses have been performed on MTS 830 hydraulic machine, in order to estimate tensile behavior and the macroscopic stiffness reduction during tension respectively. The specimen geometry used for quasi-static tensile test is the same as the optimized one for dynamic tensile tests (see section 2.3.5). The loading speed was 2 mm/min.

2.3.3. Quasi-static compression tests

Compression tests were achieved with the Instron 5881 testing machine with a loading cell of 50 kN, according to the standard NF ISO 6239. The loading speed was 2 mm/min. The LD-SMC specimen is positioned between two jaws as sketched in Fig. 5(a) and used specimen’s geometry is shown in Fig. 5(b).

2.3.4. Damage analysis using an in-situ tensile test device

In situ observations were performed by subjecting the specimens into a quasi-static tension load (0.5 mm/min) using a tensile micro-machine (Fig. 6), with a span length of 25 mm, positioned inside a large SEM chamber (HITACHI 4800 SEM). To reduce the relaxation effect in the material, the observation time while maintaining the load was limited to 3 min. The observation area corresponded to a polished thickness surface of the composite.

2.3.5. High-speed tensile tests

Using a servo-hydraulic test machine (Schenk Hydropuls VHS 5020) which is able to apply a crosshead speed range from quasi-static to 20 m/s, high strain rate tensile tests have been performed. An optimized damping joint consisting of a low impedance material - rubber nitrile (1.5 mm thickness) is placed between the slide and the hydraulic jack in order to attenuate partially the perturbation due to mechanical waves caused by inertial effects and the dynamic shock and also to limit the system ringing related to the hanging mass of the upper fixings system [16,17,20,21].

Furthermore, in order to reduce the perturbation wave’s effect the same optimization procedure used in the previous works [16,17,20,21] was followed. Therefore, the LD-SMC specimen geometry has been optimized as a result of numerical computations using ABAQUS finite element (FE) code (Fig. 7) in order to reach a homogeneous strain distribution and a rapidly stabilized strain rate within the specimen gauge section at the beginning of the loading stage. Finally the same specimen geometry used in a previous work [20,21] (6 mm radius specimen) appears to be well adapted also for LD-SMC. It can be observed in the successive stress profiles that the shock wave vanishes very quickly and the stress distribution becomes rapidly relatively homogeneous (Fig. 8). Experimental strain evolutions confirm the efficiency of the chosen experimental conditions (see Fig. 9).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Specific density

Hollow glass spheres allow reducing the density of sheet molding compound to \(\sim 1.3\) g/cm\(^3\) compared to the conventional SMC of 1.85 g/cm\(^3\) (i.e. a 30% reduction), while maintaining surface quality and mechanical performance. This combination allows the production of lighter parts [15].

Fig. 4. (a) Effect of the sample rotation around \(\vec{n}\) on the relative orientation on out of plane fibers relative orientation, (b) Example of non symmetric curves obtained for out of plane fibers orientation, SMC sample.

Fig. 5. (a) Experimental setup of compression test and (b) used specimen’s geometry.
3.2. Microstructure analysis

3.2.1. SEM observation

Fig. 10 shows clearly the orientation and distribution of fibers after cutting the plates in different directions (parallel or perpendicular to the Mold Flow Direction). One can note that there are two main differences in the following figures. According to the elliptic forms of the fibers appearing at the observation surface, HO sample shows more fibers oriented in the Mold Flow Direction (MFD) compared with randomly-oriented distribution of fibers (RO) [20].

One can note in Fig. 11 that the presence of hollow glass spheres generates out of plane glass fiber orientation during the flowing process. Thus, HO samples show more out of plane oriented bundles which is the inconvenience of using hollow glass spheres compare to standard SMCs which show more regular in-plane orientation.

3.2.2. Microtomography X analysis

Fig. 12 exhibits the microstructures of LD-SMC RO and HO specimens of using X-ray micro-tomography. Actually, because of the difference of density between the constitutive phases of the composite, the later can be separated as it is shown in this figure. The global 3D spatial distribution of each phase can be analyzed qualitatively.

One can notice that, for both HO and RO samples, the HGMs are homogeneously distributed over the whole volume of the composite. However, HGM content seems to decrease at the surfaces of the plate.

3.2.3. Ultrasonic analysis

Ultrasonic analysis obtained by the methodology introduced in paragraph 2.2.3 leads to typical results shown in Fig. 13. The
The majority of samples (more than 80%) of this plate present a main fiber orientation of $0^\circ \pm 30^\circ$, $0^\circ$ corresponding to the mold flow direction during process. As mentioned above, the presence of hollow glass spheres forces out of plane glass fibers orientation and as a result the polar curves are not always symmetric (Fig. 13(b)). For randomly oriented plates (Fig. 13(c)), it can be observed that the polar diagrams of velocity are almost circular; which means that there are virtually no preferred direction reinforcements. As a whole, the plate appears rather as an isotropic material.

The propagation velocity of the ultrasonic waves is connected to microstructure and mechanical properties of the material. Coefficient $K$ ($\%$), acoustical birefringence, is defined as:

$$K = \frac{V_{parallel} - V_{perpendicular}}{V_{parallel}} \times 100\%$$
K(%) = \frac{V_{OT_{max}} - V_{OT_{min}}}{V_{OT_{average}}} \times 100 \quad (1)

Where \( V_{OT} \) is the velocity of the shear waves for a given relative orientation \( \theta \) of the composite (see Fig. 4). This coefficient characterizes orientation intensity and allows comparing different type of distribution of fibers orientation. Thus, a high value of acoustical birefringence coefficient “\( K \)” indicates a main direction of fibers.

Another issue of the ultrasonic measurements is the analysis of the spatial distribution of the fibers. Indeed, high values of density and tensile and shear waves velocities indicate the presence of a high quantity of fibers at the measurement location. The average values of \( K, V_{OT} \) and \( V_{OL} \) for the 24 samples of two different RO plates and two different HO plates are presented in Table 2.

### 3.3. Quasi-static mechanical behavior

#### 3.3.1. Overall tension and compression behavior

Tension and compression tests results are superposed in Fig. 14 for both configurations. Five similar tests have been performed for each configuration. The representative curves are presented in a normalized form relative to the tensile RO curve taken as a reference. For both configurations, no significant difference is observed on the linear part of the curves between tension and compression leading to similar Young’s modulus.

In these curves, the strong effect of the fiber orientation discussed in section 3.2 is clearly emphasized in terms of modulus and inelastic behavior until failure. One can note that both of tension and compression tests, for each kind of specimen, have similar Young’s modulus in the firstly linear period. Moreover, except for the RO samples, tension and compression behavior appears to be similar until failure. On the other hand, compression curve of RO configuration presents a longer linear elastic stage followed by a plateau which will be discussed after.

Another specific behavior can be observed in the HO-90° curves. After a maximum value of 0.45 \( \sigma_{f(RO)} \) the stress progressively decreases until a very low stress level near to 0.1 \( \sigma_{f(RO)} \). This phenomenon has been observed for about 25% of the tested specimens and will be discussed in section 3.4. The other specimens have been broken for the maximum stress (0.45 \( \sigma_{f(RO)} \)) as it is illustrated in Fig. 14(b).

#### 3.3.2. Effect of fiber orientation

Fig. 15(a) shows a comparison between the quasi static tensile tests results obtained on HO-0°, RO and HO-90° samples at room temperature. Note that in the case of HO-90° the curve has been stopped just before the stress decreases described in the previous section. As it can be seen, the value of Young’s modulus of HO-0° is about 12 GPa which is higher than those of RO (10 GPa) and HO-90° (9 GPa) samples. The failure stress also highly depends on the fibers orientation. One can note that failure stress of HO-0° is about four times higher than that of HO-90° samples.

### Table 2

The average values of \( K, V_{OT} \) and \( V_{OL} \) after ultrasonic measurement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>RO samples</th>
<th>HO samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K (%)</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho ) (g/cm(^3))</td>
<td>1430</td>
<td>1460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{OT} ) (m/s)</td>
<td>1420</td>
<td>1570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{OL} ) (m/s)</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>2700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 13. Ultrasonic results; (a, b) HO plate and (c) RO plate.
In order to emphasize the damage development effect, threshold and kinetic of damage can be characterized by the evolution of the well-known scalar damage parameter \[D_{\text{macro}} \equiv \frac{1}{C_0} E_D / E_0 \] which is defined as:

\[D_{\text{macro}} = 1 - E_D / E_0\] (2)

Where \(E_0\) and \(E_D\) are the Young’s modulus of the virgin and damaged material respectively. The residual Young’s modulus after damage, \(E_D\), is measured by a “loading-unloading” procedure in which reached the value of stress increases at each reloading stage. Then, the evolution of the macroscopic damage parameter can be measured and plotted against the stress level for the three kinds of specimen: HO-0°, RO, HO-90° in accordance to their quasi-static tensile curves [21] (Fig. 15(b)).

One can note that HO-0° has the lowest damage parameter evolution. For example, in the case of HO-0° samples, macroscopic damage begins at a stress level of 0.75 \(\sigma_{(RO)}\), significantly higher than those of HO-90° and RO samples (corresponding to 0.25 \(\sigma_{(RO)}\), 0.50 \(\sigma_{(RO)}\), respectively). Moreover, HO-0° damage parameter only grows up until 0.11 for a sharply increasing stress up to 2.10 \(\sigma_{(RO)}\) while this value for HO-90° strongly increases up to 0.22 for a corresponding stress slightly near to 0.50 \(\sigma_{(RO)}\). Moreover, one can note that damage threshold and kinetic are directly correlated to orientation: Increasing fiber orientation in the load direction leads to higher damage threshold and lower kinetic of damage propagation.

3.4. Damage mechanism analysis

In section 3.3, the overall mechanical behavior of the LD-SMC in this study has been analyzed at the macroscopic scale. Specific effects have been emphasized. In this section, a damage analysis is performed at the microscopic scale in the case of tensile and...
compression tests. Microscopic observations are correlated to macroscopic behavior described above in order to determine the specific role played by the presence of HGMs in damage development.

3.4.1. Tensile tests

3.4.1.1. In situ SEM tensile tests. In-situ quasi-static tensile tests have been performed inside the chamber of a SEM as described in section 2.3.4 in order to observe the evolution of damage development at the microstructure scale. HO microstructure has been investigated for two tensile directions: HO-90° and HO-0°. The same representative observation zone was microscopically analyzed at consecutive increasing values of applied stress level: about 3 × 5 mm². Preliminary tests showed that this investigation zone is large enough to be qualitatively representative of the damage mechanisms occurring during the tensile loading. Thus, the local investigation presented here can be assumed to be qualitatively representative of the damage accumulation during LD-SMC tensile loading.

In the case of HO-90° samples (see Fig. 16), the first observed damage phenomenon appears together with the first non-linearity of the tensile curve and corresponds to failure or debonding of the HGMs occurring in the fiber depleted zones. This leads to the propagation of micro-cracks perpendicularly to the tensile direction. For a higher value of applied stress, this damage mechanism is spreading through the whole observation zone in a diffuse manner on several HGMs locations. At the same time, the early existing micro-cracks continue growing. By increasing applied stress, fiber-matrix interface failure begins appearing on different bundle locations, especially on the more disoriented fibers versus the loading direction. Furthermore, one can observe coalescence of the two types of micro-cracks which grow simultaneously at higher applied stress values. Finally, when reaching the maximum stress, local shear deformation around the bundles leads to the pseudo-delamination of the bundles near to failure.

The failure stage described above concerns about 75% of the tested specimens for which failure occurs at the maximum stress. However, as mentioned above, for an amount of 25% of HO-90° specimens, the stress value decreases gradually from the maximum stress until a lower stress level near to zero. In order to investigate this phenomenon, some tests have been interrupted during the decreasing stage in order to observe the evolution of the microstructure. Fig. 17 shows clearly a progressive propagation of transverse micro-cracks caused by debonding of HGMs followed by propagation through the polyester matrix. Hence, when most fibers are oriented at 90° versus the loading direction, matrix is submitted to high stress values in such a way that the diffuse development of this kind of micro-cracks is favored. Moreover, these micro-cracks can easily propagate through 90° oriented bundles (Fig. 17(b)) and can be sometimes deviated or hindered by the presence of a fibers bundle less disoriented. Consequently, for an appropriate distribution of fiber orientation (HO-90°), a progressive “unbuttoning” phenomenon of the HGMs coupled to fiber-matrix interface debonding leads to a wide networks of transverse micro-fractures of the matrix and is accompanied by an overall progressive increase of the strain together with a decrease of the stress as in Fig. 14(b). Note that this phenomenon does not occur for microstructures presenting more dispersed distributions of fibers orientations for which the presence of more oriented bundles participates to a more equilibrated local stress distribution between the different phases (matrix and reinforcements). One can also notify that the stress decrease is less frequent in the case of compression tests (only 5% of the HO-90° tested specimen). Indeed, transverse micro-cracking diffusion is not favored by compression loading.

Fig. 16. Experimental in-situ quasi-static tensile tests coupled to microstructure observations for HO-90° and HO-0° samples.

Fig. 17. Matrix microcracking from HO-90° tensile test interrupted during the gradual stress decrease [see Fig. 14(b): a) Progressive “unbuttoning” at the HGM-matrix interfaces, b) Easy propagation through 90° oriented bundle, c) Deviation of matrix micro-cracks by more disoriented bundles.
Finally, we must also indicate that this phenomenon has never been observed for high strain rate tensile tests described in section 3.5. Indeed, the HGMs “unbuttoning” phenomenon described above corresponds to a stable propagation on the micro-cracks which is more difficult to obtain at high strain rates.

On the other hand, damage development observed during a tensile test performed on HO-0° samples is similar to that observed in standard SMC [16,17]. For this configuration, damage is mostly governed by debonding of fiber-matrix interfaces which still appears at less than 30% of the failure stress in a diffuse manner and preferentially in the more disoriented fibers. Indeed, as a result of the 0° predominant fiber orientation, the load is distributed more homogeneously between bundles and matrix. Thus, apart from fiber-matrix interface failure described above, no other significant damage mechanism has been noticed until 1.60 $\sigma_t$ (RO) (just before failure) for which value of matrix breakage appears in the predominant matrix areas. These observations showed that no evident correlation between matrix failure and HGM presence has been pointed out.

3.4.1.2. Fracture surface observations. Post-mortem SEM observations of fracture surfaces have also been used to investigate the role played by HGMs in the final stage of failure (Fig. 18). It can be emphasized that, for all studied fiber direction configurations,
HGMs presence is involved in the final failure. Indeed, SEM micrographs highlight both debonding and breakage of the HGMs which always appears in the fracture surfaces together with debonded fiber-matrix interfaces (a, b, d and e). Micro-cracks propagation into the matrix between fibers and fiber bundles and HGMs always precedes final failure (c and f). Moreover, observation of the HO-0° fracture surfaces showed that the presence of HGMs around the more disoriented bundles of fibers promotes the failure process in these areas (d). On the other hand, when they are located around 0° oriented fibers, failure process brings about matrix failure through HGMs interface failure which fosters pull-out of the neighboring bundles of fibers (c). All these observations are in good accordance with the in-situ tensile test results, shown in Fig. 16.

This microstructural damage analysis leads to the general conclusion that damage development and failure during tensile tests performed on LD-SMC is strongly dependent of the interaction between fiber orientation and HGMs presence.

3.4.2. Compression tests

3.4.2.1. Macroscopic observation. One can notice in Fig. 14(a), that in the case of RO samples, damage threshold under compression is more than two times higher than in the case of tensile loading. However, especially for this configuration, the stress-strain curve exhibits a plateau stage which is related to a delamination phenomenon shown in Fig. 19 at macroscopic scale. On the other hand,
one can note that compression tests performed on HO-0° samples lead to wide pseudo-delamination between fiber bundles while HO-90° breakage remains much localized without significant delamination.

3.4.2.2. Fracture surface observations. Microscopic observation of RO sample after compression test (Fig. 20) confirms that a macroscopic delamination occurs consecutively to debonding at the hollow glass spheres-matrix interfaces. This appears clearly to be the predominant failure mechanism which is probably due to a higher content of HGM between two LD-SMC sheets during elaboration. However, this phenomenon is not observed for HO microstructure. Indeed, in the case of HO-0° and HO-90°, compression load is distributed more homogeneously between fiber bundles and matrix. Then, after each damage event, local stresses are redistributed in other locations. Consequently, damage mechanisms propagate in a diffuse manner similarly to those observed under tensile loading.

3.5. Effects of strain-rate and microstructure on the overall tensile response

LD-SMC automotive structures are frequently submitted to crash events. Thus, in order to complete the overall characterization of LD-SMC mechanical behavior proposed in this paper, a study of the strain rate effect is needed. Following the procedure described in section 2.3.5, stress-strain (σ-ε) tensile tests curves are plotted for increasing strain rates up to 80 s⁻¹ for RO and HO samples. Typical curves are shown in Fig. 21. One can clearly note that the overall behaviors of LD-SMCs is highly load-rate dependent. However, although there are some slight fluctuations due to microstructure dispersion, no significant evolution of the young's modulus is observed (Fig. 22). The elastic behavior can be considered to be insensitive to strain rate in the studied strain rate range. Then, independently one can consider that average values of Young's moduli are 10, 9 and 12 GPa for RO, HO-90° and HO-0° samples, respectively, independently of the strain rate.

Moreover, the evolution of other mechanical characteristics versus strain rate has been estimated. Namely, stress and strain damage thresholds (σ_threshold, ε_threshold) and stress and strain ultimate values (σ_ultimate, ε_ultimate).

Strain rate effect on LD-SMC brings about a strong damage onset delay. In fact, damage thresholds (Fig. 23(a) and (b)) strongly increase with strain rate for the three kinds of samples. For example, one can note an increase of threshold stress average values from QS to 80 s⁻¹, of 120%, 130% and 114% for HO-0°, RO and HO-90° samples respectively. Comparatively, failure characteristics are less influenced by strain rate for which moderate increase of ultimate stress average values are observed: 33%, 58% and 55% respectively. On the
other hand, observations of fracture surfaces of specimens broken at high loading rate did not reveal significant differences compared to those broken at low or quasi-static rates. Indeed, when increasing strain rate, damage mechanisms initiation and propagation such as debonding at the fiber-matrix or HGM–matrix interfaces might be delayed. A general conclusion of this part of the study is that, similar to SMCs [16,17] and A-SMCs [20,21], high strain rate effect on LD-SMCs brings about the viscous nature of the damage at the local scale and leads to an apparent visco-damageable behavior at the macroscopic scale.

4. Conclusion

A multi-scale experimental analysis of the influence of HGMs in LD-SMC microstructure has been performed. A general conclusion to be drawn from this work is that the introduction of HGM strongly influences damage development and failure of LD-SMC. Three microstructure configurations of LD-SMCs (RO, HO-90° and HO-0°) were prepared and submitted to tension and compression loading. In order to emphasize the coupled effect of HGMs presence and fiber orientation distribution, damage mechanisms development has been investigated at the microscopic scale. Finally, an evaluation of the strain rate effect concludes this study.

The main conclusions of this work may be specified in various areas as follows:

- HGMs are homogeneously distributed into the overall volume of the material. They are mainly localized around the glass fiber bundles and in the fiber depleted zones.
- Fiber orientation distribution strongly influences the mechanical response of LD-SMC.
- No significant asymmetry has been observed between tensile and compression curves for HO configuration, although compression damage threshold is deleted during compression loading of RO specimens.
- Despite some scattering due to microstructure variations, the elastic modulus is insensitive to strain rate. Strain rate has an obvious influence on the inelastic properties of LD-SMCs samples for all microstructures particularly on the damage threshold (first non-linearity).
- When the fibers are mostly oriented in the loading direction (HO-0° configuration) fiber-matrix debonding appears to be the predominant damage mechanism, when the fibers are mostly oriented perpendicularly to the loading direction (HO-90° configuration), HGM-matrix debonding appears to be the predominant damage mechanism.
- Final failure is always affected by the presence of the HGMs more or less coupled to the fiber-matrix interface debonding depending on the fiber orientation distribution: the more the fibers are oriented perpendicularly to the loading direction, the more HGM debonding drives the final failure.
- Concentration of HGMs between two SMC sheets after processing leads to a macroscopic delamination in compression.
- One may conclude that there is a coupled effect of the viscous nature of HGMs-matrix and fiber-matrix interfaces which leads to a strong influence of the strain rate on the macroscopic behavior of LD-SMCs.
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